Checklist for Grading STA4211 Projects

Written Report:

____ ( 2pts ) Complete data set included
____ ( 2pts ) Objective of the study was clearly stated
____ ( 2pts ) Method of data collection was described
____ ( 2pts ) Model and assumptions were displayed.
____( 16pts ) Method of analysis was appropriate to the setting and objective
____( 2pts ) Appropriate diagnostics were applied.
____( 2pts ) Conclusions were consistent with the analysis
____( 2pts ) Project was neatly typed and graphs were clearly displayed

Oral Presentation:

____ ( 2pts ) Visual displays were appropriate and visible from the back of the room
____( 2pts ) Presenter spoke with sufficient voice volume and eye contact with the audience.
____( 6pts ) Key features and conclusions from the written report list above were covered